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Notice: If you have not renewed your COSROCS membership, this will be the last issue you will receive.  Please support 
COSROCS and renew now.  Thanks. 
 
Fire Ban: A fire ban is now in place for Colorado Springs and surrounding areas.  This means no launching of model rockets.  
For more information, see the Section News in this issue. 
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The COS-Rocketeer is the official journal of the Colorado 
Springs Rocket Society (COSROCS), NAR section #515.  
This journal, published bi-monthly by members of 
COSROCS, serves to provide information on all aspects of 
rocketry.  Articles, rocket plans, and photos are always 
welcome.  Items for publication should be submitted to the 
editor: 
 
 Greg Elder 
 2860 Woodland Hills Dr. #101 
 Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
 
 e-mail:  gelder@pcisys.net 
 
Material appearing in The COS-Rocketeer may be reprinted 
by Sport Rocketry magazine or other NAR section 
newsletters, as long as proper credit is given. 
 
COSROCS’ membership dues are $20.00 per year per 
family.  Junior memberships (under age 18) cost $5.00 per 
year.  Checks should be made payable to COSROCS.  
Applications and payment should be mailed to the following 
address: 
 
 COSROCS 
 P.O. Box 15896 

Colorado Springs, CO 80935-5896 
 
The COSROCS phone number is (719)575-0060 
 
If you have access to the Internet, COSROCS has a web site 
and a listserv.  The COSROCS web site is: 

http://www.cosrocs.org.   
 
The e-mail address for the listserv is 
cosrocs@yahoogroups.com.  To subscribe to the listserv, go 
to http://www.yahoogroups.com to register and select 
COSROCS. 
 
COSROCS is a family-oriented club.  Everyone is always 
welcome at our launches and meetings.  Please join us.  
You’ll have a blast! 
 
COSROCS received the NAR’s LAC Award (Rockwell 

Trophy) in 2000 for having produced the best newsletter. 

 

COSROCS Officers 
 
President: Greg Sandras, sandrasg@interserv.com 
Vice President: Neil Kinney, nkinney@aecom-sig.com 
Section Advisor: Warren Layfield, section515@juno.com 
Secretary: Nadine Kinney, photos.by.nadine@pcisys.net 
Treasurer: Mark James, markjames@pcisys.net 
Librarian: Dave Virga, virga@datawest.net 
Contests:  Dave Nauer, david.nauer@wcom.com 
Web Master: Mark James, markjames@pcisys.net 

 

 

Launches and Meetings 
 
COSROCS holds a business meeting on the second 
Wednesday of every month from 7:00PM until 9:00PM.  
The meeting location is the Gold Hills Police Station at 705 
South Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs. 
 
COSROCS holds a sport launch on the first Saturday of each 
month, weather permitting.  The launch is held at the Sky 
View Middle School, located at 6350 Window Peak Blvd. in 
Colorado Springs.  The launches begin at 9:00AM and last 
until approximately 12:00 noon.  Our launches are free and 
open to the public.  A one pound weight limit is imposed for 
rockets launched at Sky View. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
COSROCS holds a sport launch on the third Saturday of 
each month at Cape Preble in Peyton, Colorado.  The 
launches begin at 9:00AM.  This launch site has a 3.3 pound 
weight limit for rockets.  To get to this launch site, head east 
on Hwy 24 towards Peyton.  Turn left on Peyton Highway, 
right after the little grocery store.  After the curve, bear right 
onto north bound Peyton Hwy.  Drive to Sweet Road, 4th 
turn on the right.  Go approx 2 1/4 miles on Sweet road.  On 
the left, near the bottom of the hill, is a gate to the launch 
site (21410 Sweet Road).  Look for the green ranch gate. 
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The Nagging Editor 
By Greg Elder 

 
 Newsletter Contest Winners.  I assumed the Easy Newsletter 
Contest last issue would really be easy.  I expected lots of entries.  
After all, the answers to the questions were printed in the newsletter 
and you did not have to be the first person to respond in order to win.  
Alas, only two people actually entered—Jeff Proffitt and Bruce 
Markielewski.  I decided to declare them both winners and each will 
receive a Quest Spin Fin rocket kit. 
 The Easier Newsletter Contest.  Okay, here is an even easier 
contest.  You need not answer any questions.  All you have to do is 
contact me (e-mail, letter, phone, or in-person) and tell me you want 
to be entered.  You must respond by 1 June.  All the entries I receive 
by 1 June will be entered into a random drawing for a Mini Styro-
F.O. flying saucer kit.  (I only have one to give-away this time.)  I 
hope to get lots of entries! 
 Inputs Needed.  I am constantly on the look out for material for 
the newsletter.  Every member of COSROCS probably has something 
he or she can share with the group—a review of a new kit you’ve 
built, tips for constructing or flying rockets, photos from launches, 
pointers to new rocketry companies, etc.  Please consider sharing 
your knowledge with COSROCS by writing an article for the 
newsletter.  It’s not that hard and everyone will benefit. 
 

The President Speaks! 

Just Musing 
By Greg Sandras, COSROCS President 

 
 I’ve been thinking about the quality of our equipment lately.  Or 
lack of it.  Our equipment is functional, but that is about all.  The 
launch rods are rusty.  We do not have a small launch rail.  The 
launch platform is compact, and has some nice features, but “looks 
home-made/raggedy” (no offense).  The launch controller and 
connections are getting worn out.  All of these items were 
donated/built by members in our club. 
 I know I spent numerous hours soldering all of the launch clips 
to make them last longer.  I’m not the best solderer, so they don’t 
look “professional”.  We have some very talented people in the club.  
For example, wiring the box on launch platform for 10 launch pads.  
But alas, everything wears out. 
 What should we do with all the rusty launch rods?  Should we 
sand them all to a beautiful shine, only to have them rust again?  
Should we oil them and have dirt collect on them?  Do we really need 
40 or so rusty launch rods?  How many rods do we actually need?  
Stainless steel rods are more expensive, but don’t rust.  Should we (as 
a club) use these instead?  Spend more now to save money later? 
 What should we do about our plastic/antique launch controller 
box?  How many times has it caused us problems?  What about the 
black box that is attached to the launch platform?  An excellent idea, 
but when was the last time we used it?  Warren and George have 
repaired the box, and the 12 individual cables that are being used 
instead, more times than they probably care to remember.  What do 
we do? 
 The problem with “donated” items is not the time spent in 
creating them, but rather the amount of money the donator spent on 
the item.  High quality items usually entail a high dollar amount.  
Most of the time, out of reach of the average donator.  Also, time is 
money to the donator.  I know, I’ve been there.  High quality items 
more often than not pay for themselves in the long run (i.e. last 
longer). 

 What should we do with the rusty rods then?  The expense 
imposed on one or two people to replace all the rusty rods with 
Stainless Steel would be tremendous.  That goes for the Launch 
controller and launch pad and little black box.  What should we do?  
Should we team up and each of us contribute 2 or 3 rods?  Should the 
club design a high quality launch controller and platform, and each of 
us contribute a high quality piece for each?  While the image of high 
quality equipment may not be quality, it could have a positive affect 
on the club.  Or, should we do nothing and keep sanding and 
repairing our rusty/worn-out equipment? 
 

Section News 
 
 Fire Bans!.  As this is being written, fire bans are in effect for 
the Colorado Springs area and surrounding counties.  Due to a very 
dry winter, most ground vegetation can ignite very easily.  The forest 
fire season has already started—months earlier than normal for 
Colorado.  There have been forest and grass fires in the Colorado 
Springs area, Monument, and Bailey, just to name a few.  One grass 
fire was even started by a model rocket (not a COSROCS member, 
fortunately).  As a result of the fire bans and existing dry weather, all 
COSROCS sponsored launches are canceled until further notice.  
(Tripoli Colorado canceled their April launch, also due to the fire 
danger.)  PLEASE, DO NOT LAUNCH ANY ROCKETS 

WHILE THE FIRE BANS ARE IN EXISTENCE.  We don’t want 
any rocketry-related fires ruining the hobby for the rest of us.  
Information will be posted on the COSROCS listserv, when we start 
flying again. 
 Still Need New Sites.  We still are on the look out for new 
launch sites.  Please contact Greg Sandras or one of the other 
COSROCS officers if you know of possible locations. 
 

April Sky View Launch 
By Greg Elder 

 
 We enjoyed great flying weather for our launch on April 6 at 
Sky View Middle School.  However, only six people showed up to 
participate.  This turned out to be a good thing because shortly after 
we set-up some launch pads, a group of girls arrived to play a soccer 
game on the school’s field.  It seemed the school district had 
rescheduled a soccer match to be played at the same time as our 
launch (even though the school’s administrator has given us 
permission to launch at Sky View on the first Saturday of each 
month).  After much discussion between Warren and one of the 
coaches, we decided the soccer match, being an actual school district 
event, had priority.  We agreed to pack things in and give the field to 
the soccer players.  (We were lucky this was not a cub scout launch 
or we would have had many disappointed scouts in attendance.)  
Warren plans to contact the school to ensure something like this does 
not happen in the future. 
 We did get in a few flights before calling it quits.  Here is a 
recap of some of the launches.  Dave Virga flew an AstroCam on a 
C6-7 motor, an Edmonds Tinnee on a 1/2A3-2T with a nice glide 
recovery, and a Sky Winder on a C6-3 motor.  Jeff Proffitt flew a 
Golden Snitch built from plans in a recent issue of Sport Rocketry.  
(I’d like to see a scaled-up version of this rocket.)  Dawn Holland 
flew a Reckon with a B6-4 and a Streamer Test rocket on a 1/4A3-
3T.  George Shaiffer launched a scratch-built rocket on an A10-3T 
motor and a Mach 12 on a B6-4.  Greg Elder flew a Frecky Flyer, a 
Mini Monocopter, and a Cox X-15.  The X-15 ejected its motor 
instead of the parachute and suffered a hard landing on a top of a 
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storage shed.  The rocket was eventually recovered with no damage 
(the miracle of hard plastic) and the motor retainer was also found. 
 Alex Ferenbrock and his father came out to our launch.  Alex 
flew an Estes Alpha on a Quest B6-4 motor.  During recovery, the 
Alpha drifted north where new houses are being constructed and 
landed on top of a house.  However, Alex and his dad were able to 
retrieve the Alpha, so it will fly another day. 
 

What’s Up with Pikes Peak or Blast? 
 
 Planning for this year’s Pikes Peak or Blast regional contest has 
been slow.  With few members attending the last couple of meetings 
(or meetings being canceled), we have not had enough people to 
properly discuss the contest.  Recently, however, we have attempted 
discussions on the COSROCS listserv, receiving inputs from 4 or 5 
people. 
 Tentatively, the events will be: 
  1/2A Rocket Glider Duration 
  B Helicopter Duration 
  1/2A Parachute Duration 
  B Streamer Duration 
  Sport Scale 
  Open Spot Landing 
  Razor Rally (fun event—really, we’ll have this event) 
 
 These events are not definite at this time.  Also, we have yet to 
set a specific date or location for the contest.  And, due to the fire 
ban, we may not be ale to hold Pikes Peak or Blast until the early 
Fall.  Stay tuned to the listserv for more information.  If you do not 
have Internet access, call Dave Nauer or Greg Elder for updates. 
 

How to Destroy a Perfectly Good Rocket Kit 
By Tim Van Milligan 

 
 With the upcoming production of the highly detailed Apogee 
Saturn V and the Apogee Saturn 1B kits, I'd thought I'd make some 
predictions on how modelers will destroy them before they're ever 
flown.  To be honest, there is really only one way to screw up any kit.  
But it is manifested in many forms.  That one way is a lack of 
patience.  Or put another way: being in hurry to complete the 
building of the model. 
 Let me give you a good example.  Have you ever put a 
fingerprint onto the paint of your rocket to see if it was hard?  
Hmmm?  Been there, done that myself too.  We've all been told 
countless times that it takes at least 24 hours for Krylon brand of 
paint to harden.  Yet we just have to test it for ourselves after 20 
minutes.  There are other ways to ruin a rocket too; and they all come 
back to being in a hurry. 
 

1. Not having the proper tools to build the model.  If you don't 
take the time to gather up the right tools (knives, rulers, 
sanding T, small files, etc), you end up using other less 
appropriate devices.  For example, you really can't draw a 
straight line along a body tube without a metal angle device.  
You try to use a door jam, or worse yet, a regular old ruler.  
The end result is a crooked line.  The same thing goes for not 
having simple things like CyA applicator tips or using markers 
instead of pencils.  I've found that as my skill level has 
increased, so too has the tools in my arsenal.  Some tools are 
simple, some are a bit more complex. 
2. Not having the proper consumable supplies like glue, sand 
paper, solvents, tapes and compatible paints.  If you don't 

bother to buy the right supplies, you again end up using 
something that you have laying around in your shop.  That can 
lead to disaster.  I myself have ruined many models because I 
used two different brands of paint, and then watched the 
surface craze like an orange peal because of their 
incompatibility. 
3. Even if you have all the right tools and materials, it is still 
very possible to mess up the rocket.  That is because you may 
not know "how" to use the items.  This is called knowing the 
proper techniques.  In last week's newsletter, I talked about 
how I only use "thin" CyA adhesive.  I got quite a few emails 
from folks saying that they only made a mess when they used 
the thin variety.  So they would only buy the thickest variety of 
CyA.  I had to sit back and think why they are so adverse to 
thin CyA?  The answer is that they don't know the proper 
techniques to use the thin variety.  Learning the techniques is 
more important than having the best tools or supplies. 

 
 I've seen people make gorgeous rockets out of paper towel tubes 
and other odds-and-ends.  They are able to do this because they know 
the techniques to transform them into works of art.  Unfortunately, 
learning the techniques is very time consuming.  If you're in a hurry, 
you'll just blow through this process and use those rudimentary skills 
that you've used in the past.  "As long as it works," you may say to 
yourself to justify the process.  If you truly want to learn the 
techniques, you have to either do a lot of experimenting (and be 
willing to accept the poor outcomes at least 3/4 the time), or get 
instruction from a person that is more expert than you are.  This is 
why I really urge younger modelers to get my video book: "Building 
Skill Level 1 Model Rockets."  It shows you the techniques. 
 From my own experience, I'd rather watch an expert show me 
the techniques than to read about it in text form.  "Seeing" how it is 
done takes away any "guessing" that might arise if you don't 
understand what you've read in text.  If you don't have the video book 
yet, you can get more information about it at: 
 
  http://www.apogeerockets.com/skill_level_1_video.asp 
 
 Often times, you can read about how to do something, but until 
you actually see the process, it doesn't really click in your brain.  This 
happened to me recently when I was trying a new technique to make 
body tubes from very thin sheets of plywood.  My first attempts were 
disasters.  But then I saw a person that was an expert at the process 
make one.  Once I witnessed that, it all fell into place. 
 Occasionally I get to put on a building session for a local club.  
The expressions on the faces of people after they've learned the 
proper building techniques is priceless.  I know that those people will 
leave the sessions with the knowledge to build better (and safer) 
model rockets.  That is why I'd like you to consider pushing your 
club to hold a building session.  I'm sure that you'll learn more about 
rocketry in a couple of hours than you'll get in months of trial and 
error working by yourself. 
 One last thing about knowing the proper building techniques.  
That is it will usually save you a lot of time in the long run.  As a 
simple example; if you know how to apply just the right amount of 
glue to the rocket—you won't spend hours and hours waiting for too 
much glue to harden.  This is how knowing techniques saves you 
time.  So actually, you'll be doing yourself a favor by learning proper 
techniques. 
 In conclusion, I hope that you will have some patience when you 
build your next rocket kit.  It will help you prevent some disasters 
that may ruin the rocket before you fly it. 
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About the author: Tim Van Milligan is the owner of Apogee 
Components (http://www.apogeerockets.com) and the new rocketry 
education web site: http://www.apogeerockets.com/education.  He is 
also the author of the books: "Model Rocket Design & Construction," 
"69 Simple Science Fair Projects with Model Rockets: Aeronautics" 
and publisher of the FREE e-zine newsletter about model rockets.  
You can subscribe to this e-zine at the Apogee Components web  site, 
or sending any message to: apogeerockets-subscribe@listbot.com 
This article may be reprinted as long as this paragraph is included 
with the text. 
 

Model Rocket Plan Review: The Golden Snitch 
By Jeff Proffitt 

 
 When I first saw the plans for the Golden Snitch (Sport 
Rocketry, January-February 2002), I thought it was an interesting 
take on an economically powered odd-roc.  After I read the parts list, 
I realized that I already had all the parts I needed to build it, and I 
should give it a try. 
 The model is basically a plastic Easter egg with a set of large 
paper fins.  For recovery, it uses a Teflon tape streamer and needs no 
recovery wadding. 
 Construction is straight forward, as per the instructions in the 
magazine, but I can offer a few hints to make it even easier.  First, 
epoxy may not be the best choice for some parts of the construction.  
When gluing directly to the plastic egg, CA is a better choice, and 
sanding the area prior to gluing helps.  Secondly, it helps to mark the 
motor tube with fin alignment lines (3 fins, 120 degrees apart) prior 
to assembly.  This makes drilling the holes for the fin dowels easier 
and more accurate.  The last bit of help I can offer involves the fins.  
Instead of painting, I used colored 3 x 5 cards for the fin stock.  I 
centered the fin pattern on a line on the 3 x 5 card and traced half of 
the pattern.  Then I folded the cards along that line and cut.  This 
ensured that the trailing edge of the fin would be even when glued to 
the dowel. 
 Flying the Golden Snitch is even easier than building it.  Just 
fold the streamer and place it between the egg halves, insert an 
engine and igniter, and you’re ready to go.  The recommended 
engines are the 1/2A3-2T and A3-4T, but the model also flies well on 
a 1/2A3-4T.  Boost is straight, but recovery is quick. Hard landings 
have resulted in loose parts, and a cracked egg nose cone.  The fun 
factor and the predictable flights of this rocket make it ideal to fly at 
the Sky View launch site.  Hmmmm, did I hear somebody say 
upscale? 
 

Summary of the NAR Board of Trustees Meeting 

February 1-2, 2002, Baltimore, MD 
By Mark Bundick, NAR President 

 
 Attending: Jennifer Ash-Poole, Trip Barber, Mark Bundick, 
George Gassaway, Mark Johnson, Jack Kane, Stew McNabb, George 
Rachor. 
 Administrative Matters. A motion passed approving the 
August 2001 Geneseo, NY Meeting Minutes.  
 Register NAR with Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). An 
annual audit of NAR Financial Statements would be required if we 
wished to receive contributions directly from the paychecks of NAR 
members who are federal or military employees.  While Stew 
McNabb estimated that an audit would not consumer significant 
amounts of time, the estimated audit cost would be $4,000-5,000. It 
did not seem likely that we would receive contributions sufficient to 
offset these costs. The Board will reconsider an audit for other 

reasons, should it be required for any grant applications or if total 
income exceeded $500,000. 
 Establish Policy Regarding Relationship with MAAC. The 
Board delegated follow-up to the President, and asked him to clarify 
if this was for HPR activity, insurance or both.  The CAR's HPR user 
certification is already recognized by the NAR.  Insurance coverage 
cannot be extended, and thus is not available to Canadians. 
 HPR Altitude Records. A proposal to created HPR altitude 
record-keeping for the NAR was referred to Contest and Records, to 
determine if they could, as part of their competition administrative 
structure, assume responsibility for keeping track of these records.  
Bunny will follow-up with Jennifer Ash-Poole, the Trustee Liaison to 
Contest and Records. 
 HPR Safety Code Changes. A proposal to add language to the 
HPR safety code regarding possible overflights of spectator areas 
with models was tabled.  The Board noted that launch rod angle 
limits were in place, and RSOs already had authority and 
responsibility for insuring proper trajectories.  The Board also 
expressed an interest in redrafting the HPR code in a manner similar 
to the Model Rocket Safety Code to reduce its overall size.  The 
President will seek volunteers to begin this task, and remind sections 
and flyers that their RSOs have overall authority for the safety of 
rocket ranges under their control.  
 Common Engine Certification Standards. A member request 
to begin work on common engine certification standards was referred 
to the NFPA representative's report.  Pat Miller had also asked for 
this process to begin, so Bunny will discuss and implement next steps 
with him.  
 Junior Member HPR Certifications. A request to permit 
"Team" certifications for an adult and youth was rejected because of 
existing NFPA language permitting only individuals to be certified 
users.  Bunny will however follow-up with Pat Miller, NAR NFPA 
representative, to begin an effort to explore this kind of certification. 
 Vendor's Metallic Tubing. A rocketry vendor asked the NAR 
for its position on a potential new product, metal-walled tubing to 
replace an existing line of carbon fiber product.  The Board noted that 
the proposed product was not for model rocketry, but HPR use.  HPR 
codes allow the "minimal amount" of ductile metal for use in 
airframe.  This requirement is also in NFPA 1125 regarding 
reloadable motor casings; 6061-T6 aluminum is singled out as an 
example of metal with the right qualities.  Thus, the vendor must be 
certain that there is no risk of shattering on impact from his choice of 
material.  Assuming the vendor can demonstrate this, then the new 
product would be in compliance with the HPR Safety Code, and 
could be sold. Bunny will report back to the vendor. 
 Certify Previously TMT Certified Kosden Motors. Due to a 
potential shortage of Aerotech motors suitable for use in Level III 
attempts, a member asked the Board to consider restoring 
certification to Kosdon motors previously certified by TRA. Current 
policy set by the Board allows NAR members to fly motors on the 
TMT list, both those certified and those listed within TRA's 
"consumer protection".  The Board noted that the requested action 
would violate this, and another existing policy requiring the NAR and 
TRA to refrain from involvement in internal matters. 
 Standards and Testing Report. Jack Kane reviewed MESS 
information, testing status and triennial recertifications.  The Board 
had questions regarding the Aerotech plant move (doesn't impact 
certification status), and reviewed the contest decertification of an 
Apogee motor.  Further discussion of S&T related issues took place 
in Executive Session.  Out of Executive Session, a motion (Barber / 
Johnson) made clear the NAR's policy around TMT certified motors.  
We allow motors on the TMT list to be used on NAR ranges. 
 NFPA Committee on Pyrotechnics Report. Pat Miller's 
complete report on NFPA activity included items on sport rocketry 
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code revisions, and fireworks industry issues.  Bunny will work with 
Pat to make sure members understand how the NFPA process works, 
and how they can provide input directly to the committee. 
 ATF Litigation Strategy. The Board reviewed the status and 
strategy of the litigation in Executive Session. 
 Lifetime Achievement Award. After nomination by Jack Kane 
and Trip Barber, the Board voted to bestow it's first "Stine Lifetime 
Achievement Award" to J. Patrick Miller, the NAR's sixth president.  
An appropriate presentation of the award will be made at NARAM-
44.  
 Membership Statistics Review. Junior membership continues 
to decline.  We believe this is due to a continued loss of kids from kit 
stuffers.  This leaves us with a "core" group of intensely interested 
flyers, but not the pool of casual members we had before.  The dues 
increase probably hurt, too.  We need to broaden this group of core 
flyers.  We'll assess the impact of the Team America and other 
educational outreaches to determine how we might market to this 
group better.  
 Financial Report Review. Stew McNabb led a detailed review 
of the NAR financial statements.  The Association remains in good 
financial health, even with the recession underway.  Stew reported 
that all operating committees were now working thru the Committee 
Checking Account in Arkansas.  Stew is also working to secure a 
new IRS exemption letter for us; this should be an administrative 
item only, i.e. an update to our original 1962 tax exemption.  Stew 
will investigate and report back to us regarding how sections can 
legitimately use our Tax ID number.  We'll also look at obtaining tax-
exempt status in Wisconsin. 
 A final budget with a deficit of $37,727 (offset by the surplus of 
2001) was approved at the end of the meeting, after adding in funding 
elements for a website redesign and support of the Junior Internats 
team.  A detailed review will take place again at the NARAM 
meeting to assess the ongoing impact of the economy, effects of our 
Team America work, and any additional increases for insurance. 
 Insurance Discussion. At the request of Bob Blomster, the 
Board reviewed potential issues regarding insurance coverage 
application at events jointly sponsored by NAR and TRA.  This 
review was done because NAR insurance applies 24x7.  Without 
some clarification, the particular coverage to apply in the event of an 
accident is unclear.  Joint hosting of the events is fine, even 
encouraged, but the declaration of coverage in effect must be done in 
order to avoid confusion in the case of a potential claim.  A motion 
(Barber / Rachor) requiring clubs to declare, for purposes of policy 
and insurance, which organization is providing coverage on any 
given day of the launch passed.  Bunny will alert sections and Bruce 
Kelly on this.  
 RCHTA Grant Project Proposal. The President reviewed the 
potential for limited ($2,000-$3,000) grant support from the Radio 
Control Hobby Trade Association.  The Board suggested that this 
opportunity be turned over to John Langford, Junior Team Manager 
for exploration.  Any funding from this was likely to be available to 
the 2004 team, not the 2002, due to the timing of grant awards from 
RCHTA.  
 Team America High School Rocketry Challenge. Trip Barber 
reviewed the progress to date and remaining issues on this project.  A 
flyoff might be needed if large numbers of entries are received.  n the 
meantime, we need to encourage sections and members to participate 
as "mentors" to the teams.  This level of support is critical to the 
process, but at the same time, we don't want NAR members to do the 
actual design.  The teams are also being encouraged to sign up as 
NAR members via a modification to the Family Plan.  For the 
purposes of this event, the teacher sponsoring the team, and team 
members would be treated as a "family." Bunny, Trip, George 
Gassaway and the Webmaster will be working to implement this.  We 

also want to contact the FAA to alert them to this event and secure 
their support.  Bunny will contact John Kyte of our legal team to see 
how we might further lever the exposure we get from this. NAR will 
be heavily supporting and promoting this event at the April 2002 
NCASE conference in Washington, DC. 
 Education and NCASE Planning Review. Stew reviewed with 
the Board the creation of a CD-ROM to be distributed at NCASE.  
The basic structure of the CD will make it look like a Website. Mark 
Morley is providing this tech support to Stew.  The disk will contain 
lesson plans for teachers, many of which will not involving flying.  A 
software library of VCP, RASP, a demo version of RocSim, and 
WINROC will be available as well.  Vendor information will be 
loaded.  The CD will be distributed at a convention floor booth, based 
on teachers filling out a survey with their contact information. 
 NCASE local support will be provided by NOVAAR and 
NARHAMS.  A brainstorming session generated the following list of 
potential local material available for use: seven-foot tall rocket with 
video capabilities, video of on-board flight, a scale model, a sample 
Team America rocket, Team America materials, a sampel Science 
Fair project, chairs, tables, pens, clipboards, etc. 
 Stew and Bunny will prepare a script for the local assistants to 
use in conversation with teachers.  Possible issues and questions 
include needs for insurance, general rocketry knowledge issues, 
safety questions; resources helpful to have in the classroom.  Our 
focus on the teacher should be to find out which of these or other 
issues raised are most important, particularly any legal and policy 
issues, and to find out how teachers are using rocketry, what works 
and what doesn't.  We'd like two people in the booth all the time, one 
to explain the materials we have, and a second to probe the visitors 
on these items.  We'll investigate the mechanics of hosting a 
workshop to see if that's an item we want to add to our list for next 
year. 
 Another objective of NCASE is to find more of the 
organizations we could partner with. Stew's started down that path 
with CAP, and we'll meet with CAP leadership there.  CAP materials 
reviewed by Stew show them to be outdated by 20 years.  They're 
competition-oriented.  We'll propose to CAP that we re-write this 
material to update it into more of a NARTREK kind of effort.  CAP's 
membership is roughly 60,000, split between adults and 12- to 18-
year-olds.  These members are already pre-screened for us: they're 
intensely interested in aerospace and rocketry already.  Stew joined 
CAP and will serve as an aero education officer locally to further his 
research.  A working arrangement with the 4-H or Scouts will take 
more ongoing effort.  Other organizations to consider include the 
NASA education office, NSTA, NEA, Young Astronauts, and Space 
Camp. 
 Strategic Systems Review. The president recommended that a 
special committee of the Board be formed to conduct an initial survey 
about the NAR's technology, review options open to the Association 
for improving that technology infrastructure, and provide 
recommendations to the entire Board for consideration.  After some 
discussion, this committee was approved.  George Rachor will chair, 
with George Gassaway and Jennifer Ash-Poole also serving.  An 
initial report will be made at NARAM.  
 International Spacemodeling Items. A lengthy list of 
International activites was reviewed, beginning with John Langford's 
Junior Team Status Report.  Discussion there centered on how to take 
the JR flyoffs to NARAM to increase participation and promotion.  A 
problem is that only AMA-certified CD's can run these events, and 
only one or two sport rocketry people are so qualified.  Bunny will 
work with John and Dr. Bob Kreutz on this and report back.  
Regarding senior participation in FAI activities, the NAR will 
provide Sport Rocketry magazines to Ed Pearson for us as he sees fit 
at the World Championships.  
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 The Board also spent time with Ed Pearson, US Team Manager, 
in a wide ranging discussion on future NAR involvement in 
international events.  Foreign nations are quite interested in more 
such interaction.  Ed feels there is room for this, particularly in the 
area of cultural exchange events.  An exchange contest was held in 
1988 and 1990 with the USSR.  That was organized around the idea 
that once a team was "in country" the hosts covered the 
transportation, housing and food for that team.  The NAR Board was 
generally supportive of this idea on a limited basis at NARAM.  We'd 
have to figure out how to get the word out when we don't know the 
NARAM sites necessarily by the time of the World Championships, 
and determine the best way not to burden the NARAM organization 
with handling this.  We'd probably have to insist that we cannot 
provide translators; English skills would be necessary for those 
attending.  Another possibility is to arrange such exchange support 
through NAR sections.  Bunny and Ed will continue the conversation 
on this, with Trip in the loop from the National Events perspective.  
The Board reviewed plans for a potential FAI World Cup Contest at 
NARAM 44 with followup delegated to Trip. 
 Website Redesign Contract Proposal. The Board reviewed a 
proposal from Net On-Line, a technology provider to non-profits, to 
redesign the NAR website.  The Board raised questions regarding 
browser compatibilities, the total volume of work to be done, and 
insuring that the process would work in our current environment.  
The President was authorized to complete the negotiations with the 
vendor and proceed.  
 Additional Reports for Reference. The Board reviewed 
without comment reports from Section Activities, NARTREK, and 
National Events. 
Next Meeting. The President indicated the NARAM meeting would 
begin Thursday prior to NARAM 44, at 7 PM. 
 

AeroTech Motor Production Update 
 
 AeroTech is pleased to provide the following update on the 
status of its motor production. 
 First and foremost a huge thanks goes out to Mr. Robert Ellis of 
Ellis Mountain Rocket Works.  His efforts over the last three months 
have allowed many rocket enthusiasts to continue to experience the 
thrill of flying AeroTech composite rocket motors. 
 Bob has assisted AeroTech in manufacturing thousands of high 
quality AeroTech single use and RMS™ motors since January.   He 
has agreed to help produce several thousand more hobby and high 
power motors before the new AeroTech Cedar City facility is 
completed.  In addition we, look forward to continuing this successful 
relationship through the end of 2002, and possibly beyond, to help 
address any  backlog in existing and future demand. 
 The motors that are expected to be offered in the next two 
months include: 
 

• Model Rocket:  F21W, F20W, F50T, G35W, G80W 
 

• High Power Easy Access™:  38mm;H242T, I357T, I300T, 
I435T, H123W, I161W, I211W, I284W, J350W. 

 
 Should circumstances allow, other motors may be added to this 
list. 
 Although we had hoped to have our Utah facility in operation by 
now, administrative changes within the Cedar City administrative 
staff have caused a six week delay.  Those issues have been 
successfully addressed and our contractor has been on the job since 
mid-April and construction is moving forward. 
 

 At this time our general contractor believes that we may be able 
to occupy the building in time to manufacture 75mm and 98mm 
motors in time for delivery to LDRS XXI.  The Restricted 
Access™motors initially planned for production include: 
 

• 75mm - K560W-P, L850W-P, L1120W-P and M1315W-P. 
 

• 98mm - M1419W-P, M2400T-P, M1939W-P and 
N2000W-P*. 

 
* This motor was not on the initial motor production list.  We are 
now taking orders from dealers for (potential) LDRSXXI delivery. 
 
 These motors have been pre-ordered by  AeroTech dealers and 
arrangements are being made with LDRS XXI organizers to have 
them shipped to Amarillo, Texas for dealer delivery 
 AeroTech will make a final determination, before Memorial 
Day, as to the specific availability of the Restricted Access™  motors  
for LDRS XXI.  We will make every effort to ensure that this 
happens.  Our contractor, Built on Intergrity and Cedar City officials 
are working very hard to help us meet this goal. 
 Once production begins in Utah, we hope to continue our 
arrangement with Bob Ellis to make up our backlog as quickly as 
possible.  One of our first objectives for the Utah facility, beyond 
meeting LDRS and other major launch motor requirements, is to 
resume 24mm and 29mm model rocket  RMS™ reload production, 
increase the number of single use motors, and to reintroduce the wide 
variety of Black Max™ and Redline™ motors at the earliest 
opportunity. 
 We thank you for your patience and understanding!  Any 
questions pertaining to this press release may be addressed to Mike 
Martens at mmartens@aerotech-rocketry.com 
 
 AeroTech Consumer Aerospace is a manufacturer of single-use 
and reloadable solid and hybrid propellant rocket motors, rocket kits, 
parts and ground support equipment for consumer, educational and 
motion picture special effects markets. AeroTech is a subsidiary of 
Industrial Solid Propulsion (ISP), Inc. 
 

Apogee Saturn 1B Now Shipping 
 
 Apogee Components is now shipping its new 1/70th scale 
Saturn 1B rocket kit.  As Lee Reep of Fort Collins, Colorado puts it: 
"WOW!!!  This has got to be the most beautiful kit I've ever seen.  
The quality is first rate.  Nice body wraps, with incredible detail. The 
fins appear to be cast resin—the 3D detail and solid feel is a pleasant 
surprise.  Instructions are on two CD-ROMS.  Kit includes two nylon 
chutes, which I hadn't really thought about (and was not expecting).  
The decals are first rate, and the way the kit is packaged shows the 
care that went into it.  Also, Tim included the 1B color poster he has 
on his web site—was rolled up inside one of the tubes." 
 The new rocket stands 38.3 inches (97.3 cm) high, and is 3.78 
inches (9.6 cm) in diameter at the base.  It weighs: 19.6 oz (556 
grams) without a motor, and can be flown with a variety of 29mm 
diameter motors.  The AeroTech Econojet F motors provide an 
impressive lift-off to an altitude of about 700 feet. 
 The Saturn 1B was used by NASA eight times, including the 
manned missions of Apollo 7, the three Skylab flights, and the 
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project.  The kit comes with decals for each of 
these missions, and high quality drawings of the rocket.  The level of 
intricate detail is accurate right down to the correct number of 
stringers on each of the vacuum form wraps.  There are even 
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injection molded nozzles and a detailed base section that can be 
installed when the rocket is used as a static display. 
 This rocket is a real favorite among modelers because it has lots 
of external complexity that you don't often see in other scale rockets.  
This includes the eight fuel tanks in a big cluster, the unique 
transition section that conforms to the eight tank tubes, and eight 
fins—twice as many as any other NASA rocket.  Plus it has lots of 
corrugations that give the rocket lots of surface texture.  Finally, it 
has a complex paint pattern that makes it unique and eye appealing. 
 For more information, visit the Apogee Components web site. 
 
  Apogee Components, Inc. 
  1130 Elkton Dr., Suite A 
  Colorado Springs, CO 80907-3514 
 

NAR L3 Certification Committee Restructured 
 
 After several years of working to being the National Association 
of Rocketry (NAR) L3 program, Steve Lubliner has announced that 
he will be stepping down as Chairman of the L3 Certification 
Committee (L3CC).  The L3CC members have selected David 
Schaefer as the new chairman, with Andy Woerner and Christopher 
Scott as contact points for individuals who wish to contribute to the 
NAR L3 program as members of the L3CC.  A revised L3CC 
application package is under development and will be released in the 
upcoming weeks. 
 The L3CC members wish to thank Steve for his tireless efforts 
in developing and implementing a L3 certification program for the 
NAR membership. 
 

LDRS 21 Informational Update 
 
 Pat Gordzelik, Launch Director for the Tripoli Nationals being 
held July at Amarillo, Texas, has completed and has been approved 
by the FAA and Tripoli BOD all necessary requirements for extended 
Waiver Altitudes concerning Extreme Attempts.  Gordzelik extends a 
"Big as Texas" Thank You!! to the Tripoli BOD in approving the 
FAA approved request for daily windows during the duration of the 
launch to 30000' AGL from 2 - 4 PM, CST.  Please note that standing 
waivers for the duration of the launch is 21500' AGL.  Also, please 
note that during EX "Mini Balls" days, July 15 - 16, the maximum 
altitude attempt allowed will be subject to the "75% Rule", (Found at 
the Tripoli Website in the EX section at 9.9.1 through 9.9.3.1) which 
basically states that any project regarding an EX motor, because of its 
perhaps unproven Thrust Profile, will not be allowed, if its altitude 
prediction is over 22500' AGL launched during the aforementioned 
approved extended windows.  (Using currently accepted computer 
generated simulations with actual thrust stand static firings and 
resultant data for that motor).  Gordzelik also stated that an AD HOC 
committee consisting of Pat Gordzelik (primary waiver holder and 
LD), Jim Mitchell, Jim Rosson, Darren Plumer, Chuck Mies, and Ed 
Jacoby, was being formed to review on a case by case, flight by 
flight, basis, possible exceptions and waivers to the "75%" rule, as 
approved by the Tripoli BOD as a motion and waiver of said "75% 
rule".  This will require a vote and approval of the Tripoli BOD.  As a 
side note, the qualifications of the AD HOC Committee as pertaining 
to EX Motors and its estimation of how a motor will perform, 
combined experience, over 2000 lbs of experimental propellant (a 
conservative estimate) expended. 
 
 
 

New Items from Aerospace Speciality Products 
 
 Aerospace Speciality Products has  several new components to 
their product line.  Because of high demand for a BT-70 equivalent 
tube, ASP has designed the new T - 70H tubes—these tubes are twice 
the thickness of the old Estes BT-70, yet are still lightweight (ideal 
for use with 24 mm motors). Two lengths are available, along with 
couplers, bulkheads, three different centering rings and one balsa 
nose cone (more to come later).  Also new for competition fliers are 
laser cut G10 fiberglass fins.  One shape, a medium trapezoid, is 
available now in two thicknesses—perfect for egglofters!  ASP 
expects to introduce more shapes soon. 
 The first of several payload sections is also now ready to  ship.  
The 6070H-9 payload section fits into a T-60 tube and has a T-70H 
payload section that is 9" long--plenty big enough for dual egglofting 
and also big enough to hold practically all commercially available 
electronics.  This would be a great option/addition to the Aerospace 
Speciality Products Tall Boy kit! 
 For more information, visit the ASP web site at: www.asp-
rocketry.com. 
 

Thrust in the Dusk 
 
WHO: Southern Colorado Rockeeteers (SCORE) 
WHAT: are sponsoring a night launch 
WHERE: at our alternate launch site at the Pueblo Motor Sports Park 
in Pueblo, Colorado 
WHEN: 20 July 2002 starting at 8:00 PM.  Ending whenever we are 
done 
COST: Free. 
 
Contact Information: 
 
Jason Unwin 
(719) 948-9219 Museum 
(719) 671-2407 Cell 
(719) 942-3125 Home 
jbu@ris.net Home email 
 

Balsa Machining Service Catalog Update 
 
 Balsa Machining Service has just released its newest catalog #9 
which is available for immediate download in acrobat pdf format 
from their web site at www.BalsaMachining.com.  In addition to 
listing an additional 25 new stock cones and transistions it also lists 
almost 100 "building supply" items along with many kits.  All stock 
items are available through our online "shopping cart" style store. 
 Although no change has occurred in the semi-custom nose cone 
catalog the ordering method for Centering rings, Motor-mounts and 
"Rocksim fins" has completely changed.  In most cases resulting in 
savings when multiple units are ordered.  Although complete 
information for pricing these items using the information page, 
ordering is made a lot easier by using the BMS_calculator.xls (Excel 
5.0 spreadsheet) download available from the web site site.  Users 
without Excel capability can also email requirements for a prompt 
quote.  By utilizing Email for the transfer of the information, along 
with credit card payment, Rings and fin orders can be filled and "in 
the mail" within two days after placing the order. 
 For details, see the Balsa Machining Service website: 
http://www.BalsaMachining.com 
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COSROCS Calendar 
 

Unless otherwise noted, all business meetings are at the Gold Hill 
Police Station.  Stay tuned to the COSROCS web site and listserv for 
changes in meeting locations.  (Note:  All launches canceled until 
further notice, due to the fire ban.) 
 

4 May: Sport Launch, Sky View, 9AM—Canceled 
 

8 May: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

18 May: Sport Launch, Peyton, 9AM—Canceled 
 

1 Jun: Sport Launch, Sky View, 9AM—Canceled 
 

12 Jun: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

15 Jun: Sport Launch, Peyton, 9AM—Canceled 
 

6 Jul: Sport Launch, Sky View, 9AM—Canceled 
 

10 Jul: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

11-14 Jul: LDRS XXI, Amarillo, Texas 
 

20 Jul: Sport Launch, Peyton, 9AM—Canceled 

 
 

Do You Know Your COSROCS Members? 
 
 Here’s a fun little game to see how well you know some of your 
fellow COSROCS members.  Simply match the person with their 
favorite rocket.  Good luck! 
 
Tom Dembowski Astron Avenger—it is the oldest rocket 

I still own, built in 1969.  I use it as my 
pointer for R&D presentations at 
NARAM these days. 

 
Greg Elder SR-71 
 
David Nauer My favorite rocket is the Der Red Max.  

It was the very first rocket I ever built.  
I launched it in the field by Patrick 
Henry Elementary when I use to go to 
school there. 

 
Greg Sandras Korolev's R-7 
 
Goerge Shaiffer My original Little Joe II because it was 

one of the first rockets I bought and the 
first really difficult rocket to assemble 
(esp the tower on the Apollo capsule). 

 
Patrick Underwood Orbital Transport—this was the first 

rocket I built that had a glide recovery 
component.  More fun than styrofoam 
saucers! 

 
 
 
 
 

Blackhawk R&D Releases SA-5 Gammon High-

Power Rocket Kit 
 
  Blackhawk R&D is excited to announce the release of its 
newest high-power rocket kit, the SA-5 Gammon, a penta-motored 
1/8 sport scale model of the Russian mainline surface-to-air missile.  
Comprised of a 4-inch sustainer airframe, four outboard 1.5-inch 
booster airframes, and twelve fins, the SA-5 promises to be a 
pleasure to build, fly, and show off to fellow model rocket and 
missile enthusiasts!  The SA-5 will ship stock with a centerline 
38mm sustainer motor mount and four 29mm booster motor mounts, 
providing the high-power modeler a plethora of options for clustering 
and/or staging with easy-access 29mm and 38mm motors.  As with 
all of their kits, however, Blackhawk R&D welcomes the opportunity 
to provide custom motor configurations for its customers. 
 Addition information and specifications for the SA-5 Gammon 
can be found on the Blackhawk R&D web site, 
www.blackhawkrd.com.  The kit may be purchased from either the 
Blackhawk R&D web site or from one its fine distributors.  The SA-5 
Gammon will begin shipping April 16, 2002. 
 

High Flight 2002 Planning 
By Frank Bittinger 

 
 It's time to plan for High Flight 2002, the periodic Model Rocket 
launch and Astronomy Star Party at the Prebles.  We need to pick a 
weekend.  This year's event will feature a potluck supper and 
campout as well. 
 CSAS Events to be avoided are the Rocky Mountain Star Stare 
(RMSS) weekend of Thursday, June 6th, to Sunday, June 9th, 2002 
near Tarryall, CO. 
 Rocketry events to be avoided include: 

• LDRS in Amarillo, TX the second week of July, 2002. 

• Thrust in the Dusk 1 in Peublo, CO about Sat July 20, 2002 

• NARAM in  McGregor, Texas on August 4-9, 2002 
 The current El Paso County FIRE BAN is acknowledged.  The 
theme for High Flight is BABY- THE RAINS CAME. 
 Other Conflicts: 

• Air Force Falcon football home games are every Saturday 
in October except October 26. 

Please send comments to me.  Last year’s High Flight was great!  
Let’s make this year’s even better. 
 

New Flying Saucer Kits from Art Applewhite 
 
 Art Applewhite has added a new line of flying saucer kits to 
supplement his Micro Maxx ones.  These flying saucers are 6 inches 
in diameter, 3 inches high and weight less than an ounce.  As these 
rockets climb, they spin like real flying saucers.  At apogee the 
Saucer Section separates from the Power Pod and they both land 
safely using feather-weight recovery.  The fins are Basswood and the 
Saucer Section is 110 lb Card Stock.  Engine hooks are used for 
positive engine retention.  The plain flying saucer are white for easy 
decorating and finishing.  Recommended engines B6-0 & C6-0.  
These kits are intended for the experienced rocketeer looking for a 
new challenge and something out of the ordinary.  With their high 
visibility and slow ascent, they are real crowd pleasers.  Custom 
colors, including florescents and graphics are available upon request. 
 

 http://www.artapplewhite.com/ 
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NARAM 44, August 3 – 9 2002, McGregor, Texas 
 
NARAM 44 Events 
 
There are 9 competition events, one Demo event, and a Sport Launch at this NAR Annual Meet.  The competition events are as 
follows:  
 
B Altitude   WF 11 
E Eggloft Altitude  WF 20 
1/2A Parachute Duration  WF 7 
C Helicopter Duration  WF 22 
B EggLoft Duration  WF 17 
B Boost Glide Duration  WF 19 
C Rocket Glide Duration  WF 22 
Sport Scale   WF 20 
Research & Development  WF 36 
Pro Sport Scale   DEMO 
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